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Abstract
The well-known three-distance theorem states that there are at most three distinct gaps between consec-
utive elements in the set of fractional parts of the first n multiples of any real number. We generalise this
theorem to higher dimensions under a suitable formulation.
The three-distance theorem can be thought of as a statement about champions in a tournament. The
players in the tournament are geodesics between pairs of multiples of the given real number (modulo 1),
two edges play each other if and only if they overlap, and an edge loses only against edges of shorter length
that it plays against. According to the three-distance theorem, there are at most three distinct values for the
lengths of undefeated edges. In the plane and in higher dimensions, we consider fractional parts of multiples
of a vector of real numbers, and two edges play if their projections along any axis overlap. In the plane,
there are at most 11 values for the lengths of undefeated edges.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Rational numbers are characterised by the fact that the sequence of fractional parts of their
integer multiples is periodic, and therefore consists of only finitely many distinct elements. Kro-
necker showed that for any irrational number, the corresponding sequence is dense in the unit
interval. Bohl, Sierpinski and Weyl, independently of each other, proved in the early 1900s that
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the sequence is, in fact, uniformly distributed in the unit interval. It is customary to think of
such sequences as arising out of rotations on a circle of unit circumference, with the rotation
labelled rational or irrational depending on the number being considered. Irrational rotations are
of interest in ergodic theory and the study of dynamical systems.
A classic result in the study of real rotations is the three-distance theorem, proved indepen-
dently by several authors (see [5] and [6]) in the 1950s in response to a conjecture of Steinhaus.
The theorem states that there are at most three distinct gaps between consecutive elements in the
set of fractional parts of the first n multiples of any irrational number α (Fig. 1). Formally, we
have the following:
Theorem 1A. Let α be any real number, and n a positive integer. Let (a1, a2, . . . , an) be a per-
mutation of {1,2, . . . , n} such that
0 < {a1α} < {a2α} < · · · < {anα} < 1.
Define gα(0) = {a1α} and gα(n) = 1 − {anα}. For 1 k  n − 1, let gα(k) = {ak+1α} − {akα}.
Define
Sα(n) =
{
gα(k): 0 k  n
}
.
Then |Sα(n)| 3.
2. Generalisations
Chung and Graham [2] generalised the three-distance theorem as follows:
Theorem 2. Let α,λ1, λ2, . . . , λd be real numbers, and let n1, n2, . . . , nd be positive integers.
For 1 i  d , 1 k  ni , let ai,ki = {kiα+λi}, where {x} denotes the fractional part of x. Then
there are at most 3d distinct gaps between consecutive ai,k .i
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is due to Geelen and Simpson [3], who established the following:
Theorem 3. Let α and β be real numbers, and let n1 and n2 be positive integers. For 0 k1 < n1,
0  k2 < n2, let ak1,k2 = {k1α + k2β}. Then there are at most n1 + 3 distinct gaps between
consecutive ak1,k2 .
Chevallier [1] obtained the following higher-dimensional analogue of the three-distance the-
orem for the subsequence of best simultaneous approximation denominators.
Theorem 4. Let N be a best simultaneous approximation denominator with respect to the Euclid-
ean norm of the d-tuple (α1, α2, . . . , αd). Then there is a norm on Rd such that the Voronoi
diagrams of the first N points of the sequence ({kα1}, {kα2}, . . . , {kαd}) with respect to this norm
are of at most Cd different forms, where Cd is a constant that depends only on the dimension d .
3. A new formulation
The purpose of this article is to show that the central tenet of the three-distance theorem,
namely the finiteness of the set of minimal distances, can be generalised to higher dimensions
under a suitable interpretation. We begin by rephrasing the theorem in a form that lends itself to
the generalisation we seek.
We think of the three-distance theorem as a statement about champions in a tournament. The
players in the tournament are edges connecting {jα} and {kα}, 1  j < k  n, two edges play
each other if and only if they overlap, and an edge loses only against edges of shorter length
that it plays against. Defeated edges are allowed to play (and defeat) other overlapping edges.
According to the three-distance theorem, there are at most three distinct values for the lengths of
undefeated edges. Thus the theorem can be restated as follows:
Theorem 1B. Let α be any real number, and n a positive integer. Define dα(j, k) = ‖{kα}−{jα}‖
where ‖x‖ denotes the distance between x and the integer nearest to x. Let Ij,k be the “geodesic”
joining {jα} with {kα}, i.e., if mj,k = min({jα}, {kα}) and Mj,k = max({jα}, {kα}), we define
Ij,k =
{ [mj,k,Mj,k) if Mj,k − mj,k  1/2,
[0,mj,k) ∪ [Mj,k,1) otherwise.
Let Sα(n) = {dα(j, k): dα(p, q) < dα(j, k) ⇒ Ip,q ∩ Ij,k = ∅, 0  j, k,p, q, n}. Then
|Sα(n)| 3.
We first prove a two-dimensional version of this theorem. We show that if the players are
edges connecting ({jα}, {jβ}) and ({kα}, {kβ}) and two edges play each other if and only if their
projections along either co-ordinate axis overlap, there are at most 11 distinct values for the
lengths of undefeated edges. Numerical evidence suggests that the true value could be as small
as 3.
Theorem P. Let α and β be real numbers, and let n be a positive integer. Define the “circular”
metric dα,β(j, k) =
√‖(k − j)α‖2 + ‖(k − j)β‖2. Let I 1j,k and I 2j,k be the geodesics joining {jα}
with {kα} and {jβ} with {kβ}, respectively. Define
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{
dα,β(j, k): dα,β(p, q) < dα,β(j, k) ⇒ I 1p,q ∩ I 1j,k = I 2p,q ∩ I 2j,k = ∅,
0 j, k,p, q  n
}
.
Then |Sα,β(n)| 11.
Proof. We begin by classifying the denominators of simultaneous rational approximations to
(α,β). Let x = {x} − 1/2. We say that q is a denominator of type (+,−) if qα  0 and
qβ < 0. Denominators of type (−,+), (+,+) and (−,−) are defined analogously. Types
(+,+) and (−,−) are said to be opposites to each other, as are types (+,−) and (−,+). We
write q1 ‖ q2 if q1 and q2 are of the same type and q1 ∦ q2 if q1 and q2 are not of the same type.
We also write q1 ⊥ q2 if they are of opposite type, and q1 ∼ q2 if they are not of opposite type.
We define the length of an integer q with respect to α and β as (q) = dα,β(0,q). Consider the
edge La,b joining ({aα}, {aβ}) and ({bα}, {bβ}), with 1 a < b n. Let d = b − a.
Let Q1 denote the least integer with the property that (Q1)  (q) for all q , 1  q  n/2.
For n/2 < q  n, we say that q is primary if (q) < (Q1).
Lemma P1. If d is primary, (d) can take at most five distinct values.
We will prove the lemma later. Proceeding with the proof of the theorem, define Q⊥1 = {q: 1
q  n − Q1, q ∦ Q1}. Note that Q⊥1 is non-empty if Q1  2. Let Q2 be the least integer in Q⊥1
such that (q) (Q2) for all q ∈ Q⊥1 .
Suppose q∗ is not primary. We consider three cases.
Case 1. q∗ ∼ Q1.
Note that one of La,a+Q1 or Lb−Q1,b will be admissible (i.e., have both subscripts lying within[0, n]), and will defeat the edge La,b (i.e., is shorter than La,b and overlaps it along one of the
co-ordinate axes).
Case 2. q∗ ⊥ Q1 and 1 q∗  n − Q1.
Clearly, (q∗) (Q2). Moreover, if equality does not hold, one of La,a+Q2 or La−Q1,a will
defeat La,b .
Case 3. q∗ ⊥ Q1 and n − Q1 < q∗  n.
Note that if Q1 = 1, q∗ = n is the only possibility, and can be dealt with separately. Otherwise,
Q2 exists, and we say that q∗ is secondary if (q∗) < (Q2). Observe that if q∗ is not secondary,
one of La,a+Q2 or La−Q1,a will defeat La,b .
Lemma P2. If q∗ is secondary, (q∗) can take at most four distinct values.
Assuming Lemmas P1 and P2, it follows that at most eleven distinct gaps survive. It remains
to prove the two lemmas.
Proof of Lemma P1. Consider four quarter-circles of radius R = (Q1) centred at the four
corners of the unit square (Fig. 2). Suppose there exist qi , 1 i  7, with n/2 < q1 < q2 < · · · <
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q7  n and (qi) < R. Then there must be a pair (i, j), 1  i < j  7, such that the angle θ
subtended between the edges L0,qi and L0,qj is less than π/3. But then we have (qj − qi) < R,
yielding a contradiction, since 1 qj − qi < n/2.
Furthermore, the only way to have six primary qi avoiding (qj − qi) < R is to arrange them
along the vertices of a regular hexagon, leading to identical values of (qi). It follows that (q∗)
can take at most five distinct values if q∗ is primary. 
Proof of Lemma P2. We claim that there does not exist q < Q1 satisfying ‖qα‖ < ((Q2)/2)
and ‖qβ‖ < ((Q2)/2). Suppose there is such a q . Observe that (Q1 − q) < (Q2) and
Q1 − q ∦ Q1. This contradicts the definition of Q2.
Now suppose that n − Q1 < q1 < q2 < · · · < q5 < n, with (qi) < (Q2) and qi ⊥ Q1.
Since q1 ‖ q2 ‖ · · · ‖ q5, it is easy to see that there exist i and j satisfying ‖(qi − qj )α‖ <
(Q2)/2,‖(qi − qj )β‖ < (Q2)/2 and qi − qj < Q1, contradicting our claim above, and prov-
ing the lemma. 
4. Higher dimensions
For higher dimensions, the above argument can be adapted to obtain similar results. We prove
the following theorem which implies, in particular, that there are at most 74 distances in three
dimensions.
Theorem H. Let α .= (α1, α2, . . . , αm) ∈ Rm, and let n be a positive integer. Define
dα(j, k) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
∥∥(k − j)αi∥∥2.
For 1 r m, let I rj,k denote the geodesic joining {jαr} with {kαr}. Define
Sα(n) =
{
dα(j, k): dα(p, q) < dα(j, k) ⇒ I rp,q ∩ I r = ∅ for all r
}
.j,k
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m)+ 2.
Proof. Let x = {x} − 1/2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we assign, to each denominator q an
m-tuple of signs. The ith sign is positive if qαi 0 and negative otherwise.
The length of an integer q with respect to α is defined as (q) = dα(0, q). Let Q1 denote the
least integer with the property that (Q1)  (q) for all q , 1  q  n/2. For n/2 < q  n, we
say that q is primary if (q) < (Q1).
Lemma H1. There are at most (2√m )m primary denominators in Rm for any given α.
As in the planar case, define Q⊥1 = {q: 1  q  n − Q1, q ∦ Q1}, and let Q2 be the least
integer in Q⊥1 such that (q) (Q2) for all q ∈ Q⊥1 . Note that Q⊥1 is non-empty if Q1  2.
Consider the line La,b joining ({aα}, {aβ}) and ({bα}, {bβ}), with 1  a < b  n. Let q∗ =
b − a. Suppose q∗ is not primary. We consider three cases.
Case 1. q∗ ∼ Q1.
Note that one of La,a+Q1 or Lb−Q1,b will be admissible, and will defeat La,b .
Case 2. q∗ ⊥ Q1 and 1 q∗  n − Q1.
As before, (q∗)  (Q2) and if equality does not hold, one of La,a+Q2 or La−Q1,a will
defeat La,b .
Case 3. q∗ ⊥ Q1 and n − Q1 < q∗  n.
Note that if Q1 = 1, q∗ = n. Otherwise, Q2 exists, and we say that q∗ is secondary if (q∗) <
(Q2). If q∗ is not secondary, one of La,a+Q2 or La−Q1,a will be admissible, and will defeat La,b .
Lemma H2. If q∗ is secondary, (q∗) can take at most (√m m + 1) distinct values.
Note that the statement of the theorem is a direct consequence of Lemmas H1 and H2. We
now prove these lemmas.
Proof of Lemma H1. If the number of distinct values q satisfying (q) < (Q1) exceeds
(2√m )m, at least 1 + √m m of these values must be of the same type. By the pigeonhole
principle, there exists q1 and q2 with ‖(q2 − q1)αi‖ < (Q1)/√m for all i, 1 i m. It follows
that (q2 − q1) < (Q1). But q2 − q1 < n/2, contradicting the definition of Q1. Thus at most
(2√m )m denominators can be primary. 
Proof of Lemma H2. We claim that there are does not exist q < Q1 satisfying ‖Qαi‖ <
(Q2)/
√
m. Suppose there exists such a q . Note that (Q1 − q) < (Q2) and Q1 − q ∦ Q1,
contradicting the definition of Q2.
Now suppose that for k = (√m m + 1), we have
n − Q1 < q1 < q2 < · · · < qk < n
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∥∥(qi − qj )αr∥∥< (Q2)/√m, 1 r m,
and qi − qj < Q1, contradicting our claim above, and proving the lemma. 
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